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Abstract
We show the exponential decay of eigenfunctions of second-order geometric many-body
type Hamiltonians at non-threshold energies. Moreover, in the case of ﬁrst-order and small
second-order perturbations we show that there are no eigenfunctions with positive energy.
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1. Introduction and results
In this paper we show that L2-eigenfunctions of elliptic second-order many-body
type perturbations H of the Laplacian with non-threshold eigenvalues l decay
exponentially at a rate given by the distance of l to the next threshold above it. If
there are no positive thresholds, this implies the super-exponential decay of
eigenfunctions at positive energies. We also show a unique continuation theorem at
inﬁnity, namely that for ﬁrst-order and small second-order perturbations of the
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Laplacian, super-exponential decay of an eigenfunction c implies that c is
identically 0. In particular, for these perturbations, an inductive argument shows
that such Hamiltonians have no positive eigenvalues. These generalize results of [18],
where only potential scattering was considered, although already in a geometric
setting, and the pioneering work of Froese and Herbst [3], in which they considered
many-body potential scattering in Euclidean space.
The methods are closely related to both those of Froese and Herbst and of the
two-body-type unique continuation theorems discussed in [10, Theorem 17.2.8; 11].
However, the geometric nature of the problem forces a systematic treatment of
various ‘error terms’, and in particular the use of a very stable argument. In
particular, we emphasize throughout that for the exponential decay results only the
indicial operators of H; which are non-commutative analogues of the usual principal
symbol, affect the arguments, hence H can be generalized a great deal more. In
addition, for unique continuation result only the indicial operators of H and its
symbol in a high-energy sense (as in ‘ellipticity with a parameter’, or after rescaling,
as in semiclassical problems) play a role. This explains, in particular, the ﬁrst-order
(or small second-order) hypothesis on the perturbations for the unique continuation
theorem, and raises the question whether this theorem also holds under non-trapping
conditions on the metric near inﬁnity, or even more generally. The key estimates
arise from a positive commutator estimate for the conjugated Hamiltonian which is
closely related to Ho¨rmander’s solvability condition for PDEs [2,8,9]; see [22] for a
recent discussion, including the relationship to numerical computation.
Before stating the results precisely, recall from [14] that if %X is a manifold with
boundary and x is a boundary deﬁning function on %X; a scattering metric g0 is a
Riemannian metric on X ¼ %X1 which is of the form g0 ¼ x4 dx2 þ x2h near @ %X;
where h is a symmetric 2-cotensor that restricts to a metric on @ %X: Let Dg0 be the
Laplacian of this metric. This is a typical element of Diffscð %XÞ; the algebra of
scattering differential operators. The latter is generated, over CNð %XÞ; by the vector
ﬁeldsVscð %XÞ ¼ xVbð %XÞ; Vbð %XÞ being the Lie algebra of CN vector ﬁelds on %X that
are tangent to @ %X:
In this paper we consider many-body type Hamiltonians. That is, let C be a cleanly
intersecting family of closed embedded submanifolds of @ %X which is closed under
intersections and which includes C0 ¼ @ %X (the latter only for convenient notation).
As shown in [19], one can resolve C by blowing these up inductively, starting with the
submanifold of the lowest dimension. The resulting space ½ %X;C is a manifold with
corners, and the blow-down map b : ½ %X;C- %X is smooth. Then DiffScð %X;CÞ is
similar to Diffscð %XÞ; but with coefﬁcients that are in CNð½ %X;CÞ : DiffScð %X;CÞ ¼
CNð½ %X;CÞ#CNð %XÞDiffscð %XÞ: More generally, if E; F are vector bundles over %X; we
can consider differential operators mapping smooth sections of bE to smooth
sections of bF ; denoted by DiffScð %X;C; E; FÞ; or simply DiffScð %X;C; EÞ if E ¼ F :
The vector ﬁelds in DiffScð %X;CÞ form exactly the set of all smooth sections of a
vector bundle, denoted by ScT ½ %X;C over ½ %X;C; namely the pull-back of scT %X by b:
The dual bundle is denoted as ScT½ %X;C:
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It may help the reader if we explain why the Euclidean setting is a particular
example of this setup. Indeed, the reader may be interested in the Euclidean magnetic
and metric scattering speciﬁcally; if so, all the arguments given below can be
translated into Euclidean notation as follows. There X is a vector space with a metric
g0; which can hence be identiﬁed with R
n: Moreover, %X is the radial (or geodesic)
compactiﬁcation of Rn to a ball. Explicitly, this arises by considering ‘inverse’ polar
coordinates, and writing wAX as w ¼ ro ¼ x1o; oASn1; so x ¼ jwj1; e.g. in
jwjX1: In particular, @ %X is given by x ¼ 0; i.e. it is just Sn1: The metric g0 then has
the form dr2 þ r2h0 ¼ x4 dx2 þ x2h0; where h0 is the standard metric on Sn1; so
ð %X; g0Þ ﬁts exactly into this framework. Moreover, in the many-body setting, one is
given a collection X ¼ fXa : aAIg of linear subspaces of X : The corresponding
cleanly intersecting family is given by C ¼ fCa : aAIg; where Ca ¼ %Xa-@ %X; and %Xa
is the closure of Xa in %X: Thus, Ca can also be thought of as the intersection of the
unit sphere in Rn with Xa: Then
ScT ½ %X;C; ScT½ %X;C are trivial vector bundles over
½ %X;C; namely ScT½ %X;C ¼ ½ %X;C  X ; X  being the dual vector space of X :
We can now describe the operators H we consider in this paper. First, we
assume that H ¼ D#IdE þ V where D ¼ Dg is the Laplacian of a metric g
such that
gACNð½ %X;C; ScT½ %X;C#ScT½ %X;CÞ
is symmetric, g  g0 vanishes at the free face, i.e. the lift of C0; and
VADiff1Scð %X;C; EÞ is formally self-adjoint and vanishes at the free face.
Now, g0 induces an orthogonal decomposition of
scT %X at each CaAC; which,
with the Euclidean notation corresponds to the decomposition
Tðwa;waÞX0 ¼ Twa Xa"Twa X a;
X a being the orthocomplement of Xa: In the geometric setting, X
a is simply short
hand for the ﬁbers b1a ðyaÞ; yaACa of the front face of ba : ½ %X; Ca- %X; while a
neighborhood of inﬁnity in the radial compactiﬁcation %Xa of Xa stands for Ca 
½0; eÞx; see [19]. This allows us to deﬁne the indicial operators of differential operators
AADiffmScð %X;CÞ invariantly (even in the geometric setting), at a cluster a; as a family
of operators Aˆ aðya; xaÞ; yaACa; xaAscTya %Xa; on functions on X a; by freezing the
coefﬁcients of A at ya and replacing derivatives DðwaÞj by ðxaÞj : (Technically the a-
indicial operators are deﬁned on a blow-up of Ca; i.e. the above deﬁnition is valid for
yaACa;reg; i.e. for ya away from all Cb which do not satisfy Cb*Ca; see [19] for the
detailed setup.) For example, the a-indicial operator of Dg0  l is jxaj2ya þ DX aðyaÞ 
l; here DX aðyaÞ is, for each yaACa; a translation invariant operator on the ﬁbers of
the front face of ba : ½ %X; Ca- %X:
We also assume that restricted to a front face, g  g0 is a section of TX a#TX a;
i.e. depends on the interaction variables only over Ca; and that for each yaACa;
Vˆ aðya; xaÞADiff1ðX a; EÞ is independent of xa: In other words, we assume that all
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indicial operators of H are pointwise in Ca ‘product-type’, i.e. have the form
Hˆ aðxaÞ ¼ jxaj2ya#IdE þ HaðyaÞ; ð1:1Þ
where HaðyaÞADiff2ðX a; EÞ; and ya is the variable along Ca:
This product assumption is sufﬁcient for all of our results, provided that on the
complement of the set of thresholds, a Mourre-type global positive commutator
estimate (local only in the spectrum of H) holds. If HaðyaÞ has L2-eigenvalues, the
existence of such a Mourre estimate at various energies certainly depends on the
behavior of the eigenvalues as a function of ya; as shown by a related problem
involving scattering by potentials of degree zero, [5–7]. So we assume in this paper
that either HaðyaÞ has no L2 eigenvalues for any a; or in a neighborhood of Ca; %X has
the structure of (the radial compactiﬁcation of) a conic slice of Xa  X a; over which
E is trivial, and the indicial operators satisfy
Hˆ aðxaÞ ¼ jxaj2#IdE þ Ha; ð1:2Þ
so Ha is independent of xa; and in particular of its projection ya to Ca: Here Ha is
called the subsystem Hamiltonian for the subsystem a; it is also a many-body
Hamiltonian (but one corresponding to fewer particles in actual many-body
scattering!).
Examples of such Hamiltonians include the Laplacian of metric perturbations of
g0 in the Euclidean setting, both on functions, and more generally on forms, and the
square of associated self-adjoint Dirac operators. Namely, let Xa be the collision
planes, and let gaACNc ðX a; TX a#TX aÞ; aa0; be symmetric. Then ga can also be
regarded as a section of TX#TX ; and g ¼ g0 þ
P
a g
a satisﬁes these criteria
provided that it is positive deﬁnite (i.e. a metric). Of course, the compact support of
the ga can be replaced by ﬁrst-order decay at inﬁnity as a section of scT %Xa#scT %Xa;
i.e. relative to the translation-invariant basis dwaj#dw
a
k; j; k ¼ 1;ydim X a; of
CNðX a; TX a#TX aÞ:
We prove the following results. Let L denote the thresholds of H; i.e. the set of
the L2 eigenvalues of all of its subsystem Hamiltonians Ha; this is a closed countable
subset of R: (Note that 0 is an eigenvalue of H0; hence it is a threshold of H;
if no non-trivial subsystem has an L2-eigenvalue then L ¼ f0g:) The following
theorem states that non-threshold eigenfunctions of H decay exponentially at a
rate given by the distance of the eigenvalue from the nearest threshold above it.
This result also explains why the unique continuation theorem is considered
separately, namely why super-exponential decay assumptions are natural there
(unlike the Schwartz assumptions of [10, Theorem 17.2.8] in the two-body type
setting).
Theorem (cf. Vasy [18, Proposition B.2] and Froese and Herbst [3, Theorem
2.1]). Let lAR\L; and suppose that cAL2scð %XÞ satisfies Hc ¼ lc: Then ea=xcAL2scð %XÞ
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for all aAR such that ½l; lþ a2-L ¼ |; i.e.
supflþ a2 : ea=xcAL2scð %XÞgXinffl0AL : l04lg:
The estimates leading to this theorem are uniform, and in fact yield, as observed
by Perry [16] in the Euclidean many-body potential scattering, that eigenvalues
cannot accumulate at thresholds from above, hence the following corollary.
Corollary. The thresholds lAL are isolated from above, i.e. for lAL there exists l04l
such that ðl; l0Þ-ðL,specppðHÞÞ ¼ |:
The unique continuation theorem at inﬁnity is the following.
Theorem (cf. Vasy [18, Proposition B.3] and Froese and Herbst [3, Theorem
3.1]). Let lAR and let d denote a metric giving the usual topology on CN sections of
ScT½X ;C#ScT½X ;C: There exists e40 such that if dðg; g0Þoe and Hc ¼ lc;
expða=xÞcAL2scð %XÞ for all a; then c ¼ 0:
As an immediate corollary we deduce the absence of positive eigenvalues for ﬁrst
order perturbation and small second order perturbations of Dg0 :
Theorem. Let l40; g is close to g0 in a CN sense. Suppose that Hc ¼ lc; cAL2scð %XÞ:
Then c ¼ 0:
Proof. One proceeds inductively, showing that Ha does not have any positive
eigenvalues, starting with a ¼ 0; when this is certainly true. So suppose that for all b
such that X bD! X a; Hb does not have any positive eigenvalues. Then the set of
thresholds for Ha is disjoint from ð0;þNÞ; so by the ﬁrst theorem any eigenfunction
with a positive eigenvalue decays super-exponentially, and then by the second
theorem it vanishes. This completes the inductive step. &
Remark. The last result in particular applies to H ¼ Dg on functions even if g
restricted to the front face of ½ %X; Ca- %X is any smooth section of TX a#TX a; i.e.
only (1.1) holds (rather than (1.2)) to show that H has no L2 eigenfunctions at all.
Indeed, proceeding inductively as in the proof, we may assume that for all ba0 such
that CaD! Cb; Hˆ bðxbÞ does not have any L2-eigenvalues. Thus, the Mourre-type
estimate is valid, hence HaðYaÞ has no positive eigenvalues. But HaðYaÞX0; so it
cannot have negative energy bound states, and by elliptic regularity, any L2 element c
of its nullspace would be in HNsc ð %XaÞ thus Dg ¼ ðd þ dÞ2 ¼ dd þ dd shows that dc ¼
0; hence c ¼ 0: Thus, Hˆ aðxaÞ has no L2-eigenvalues, completing the inductive step.
The rough idea of the proof of the two main results is to conjugate by exponential
weights eF ; where F is a symbol of order 1, for example F ¼ a=x: If c is an
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eigenfunction of H of eigenvalue l; then cF ¼ eFc solves
PcF ¼ 0 where P ¼ HðFÞ  l ¼ eF HeF  l:
Now Re P is given by H  a2  l; while Im P is given by 2aðx2DxÞ; modulo
xDiffScð %X;CÞ: By elliptic regularity, using PcF ¼ 0; jjcF jjxpHkscð %XÞ is bounded by
Ck;pjjcF jjxpL2scð %XÞ; so the order of various differential operators can be neglected, while
the weight is important. Since
PP ¼ ðRe PÞ2 þ ðIm PÞ2 þ iðRe P Im P  Im P Re PÞ;
so
0 ¼ ðcF ; PPcF Þ ¼ jjRe PcF jj2 þ jjIm PcF jj2 þ ðcF ; i½Re P; Im PcF Þ: ð1:3Þ
Now, ½Re P; Im PAx Diff2scð %X;CÞ; i.e. has an extra order of vanishing, which shows
that
jjRe PcF jjpC1jjx1=2cF jj; jjIm PcF jjpC1jjx1=2cF jj:
Due to the extra factor of x1=2; this can be interpreted roughly as cF being close to
being in the nullspace of both Re P and of ImP; hence both of H  l a2 and x2Dx:
If, moreover, ðcF ; i½Re P; Im PcF Þ is positive, modulo terms involving Re P and
Im P (which can be absorbed in the squares in (1.3)), and terms of the form
ðcF ; RcF Þ; RAx2 DiffScð %X;CÞ; which are thus bounded by C2jjxcF jj2; then the
factor x (which has an extra x1=2 compared to jjx1=2cF jj) yields easily a bound for
jjx1=2cF jj in terms of jjcjj: This gives estimates for the norm jjx1=2cF jj; uniform both
in F and in c: A regularization argument in F then gives the exponential decay of c:
The positivity of ðcF ; i½Re P; Im PcF Þ; in the sense described above, is easy to see if
we replace i½Re P; Im P by i½H  l a2;2ax2Dx: this commutator is a standard one
considered in many-body scattering, although the even more usual one would be i½H 
l a2;2xDx; whose local positivity in the spectrum of H is the Mourre estimate
[4,15,17]. Indeed, the latter commutator is the one considered by Froese and Herbst in
Euclidean many-body potential scattering, and we could adapt their argument (though
we would need to deal with numerous error terms) to our setting. However, the
argument presented here is more robust, especially in the high energy sense discussed
below, in which their approach would not work in the generality considered here. There
is one exception: for a ¼ 0; Im P degenerates, and in this case we need to ‘rescale’ the
commutator argument, and consider i½H  l a2;2xDx directly.
We next want to let a-N: Since most of the related literature considers
semiclassical problems, we let h ¼ a1; and replace P above by Ph ¼ h2P; which is a
semiclassical differential operator, PhADiff
2
Sc;hð %X;CÞ: Here
DiffSc;hð %X;CÞ ¼ CN½ð %X;CÞ#CNð %XÞDiffsc;hð %XÞ;
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and Diffsc;hð %XÞ is the algebra of semiclassical scattering differential operators
discussed, for example, in [21]. It is generated by hVscð %XÞ over CNð %X  ½0; 1ÞhÞ: In
this semiclassical sense, the ﬁrst- and zeroth-order terms in H do not play a role in
Ph: their contribution is in h Diff
1
Sc;hð %X;CÞ; hence their contribution to the
commutator i½Re Ph; Im Ph is in xh2 DiffSc;hð %X;CÞ: Moreover, if g is close to g0;
then i½Re Ph; Im Ph is close to the corresponding commutator with Ph replaced by
h2ðeFDg0eF  lÞ: Since in the latter case the commutator is positive, modulo terms
than can be absorbed in the two squares in (1.3), i½Re Ph; Im Ph is also positive for g
near g0: This gives an estimate as above, from which the vanishing of c near x ¼ 0
follows easily.
We remark that the estimates we use are related to the usual proof of unique
continuation at inﬁnity on Rn (i.e. not in the many-body setting), see [10, Theorem
17.2.8], and to Ho¨rmander’s solvability condition for PDEs in terms of the real and
imaginary parts of the principal symbol. Indeed, although in [10, Theorem 17.2.8]
various changes of coordinates are used ﬁrst, which change the nature of the PDE at
inﬁnity, ultimately the necessary estimates also arise from a commutator of the kind
i½Re P; Im P: However, even in that setting, the proof we present appears more
natural from the point of view of scattering than the one presented there, which is
motivated by unique continuation at points in Rn: In particular, the reader who is
interested in the setting of [10, Theorem 17.2.8] should be able to skip the proof of
Theorem 2.3, which is rather simple (a Poisson bracket computation) in that case.
We remark that related estimates, obtained by different techniques, form the
backbone of the (two-body type) unique continuation results of [12,13].
The true ﬂavor of our arguments is most clear in the proof of the unique
continuation theorem, Theorem 4.1. The reason is that on the one hand there is no
need for regularization of F ; since we are assuming super-exponential decay, on the
other hand the positivity of i½Re Ph; Im Ph is easy to see.
The structure of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we discuss various
preliminaries, including the structure of the conjugated Hamiltonian and a Mourre-
type global positive commutator estimate. In Section 3 we prove the exponential decay
of non-threshold eigenfunctions. In Section 4, we prove the unique continuation
theorem at inﬁnity. Finally, for the sake of completeness, and since technically the usual
statements of the Mourre estimate do not discuss the present setting, we include its
proof in Appendix A. We emphasize that the presence of bundles such as E makes no
difference in the discussion, hence they are ignored in order to keep the notation
manageable; see Remarks 2.2 and 2.4 for further information.
2. Preliminaries
We ﬁrst remark that the Riemannian density of a metric g has the form
dg ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
detðgijÞ
q
dx dy ¼ g˜ dx dy
xnþ1
n ¼ dim X ; g˜ACNð½X ;CÞ: ð2:1Þ
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By our conditions on the form of g; the Laplacian takes the following form
Dg ¼ ðx2DxÞ2 þ
X
j
bjx
2Pj þ
X
j
xcjQj þ xR
with bj; cjACNð½ %X;CÞ; PjADiff2ð@ %XÞ; QjADiff1ð@ %XÞ; RADiff2Scð %X;CÞ: Hence, H ¼
Dg þ V takes the form
H ¼ ðx2DxÞ2 þ
X
j
b0jx
2P0j þ
X
j
xc0jQ
0
j þ e þ xR0
with b0j; c
0
j; eAC
Nð½ %X;CÞ; P0jADiff2ð@ %XÞ; Q0jADiff1ð@ %XÞ; R0ADiff2Scð %X;CÞ:
Below we consider the conjugated Hamiltonian HðFÞ ¼ eF HeF ; where F is a
symbol of order 1. The exponential weights will facilitate exponential decay
estimates, and eventually the proof of unique continuation at inﬁnity. Let x0 ¼
sup %X x: By altering x in a compact subset of X ; we may assume that x0o1=2; we do
this for the convenience of notation below. We let Smð½0; 1ÞxÞ is the space of all
symbols F of order m on ½0; 1Þ; which satisfy FACNðð0; 1ÞÞ; vanish on ð1=2; 1Þ;
and for which sup jxmþk@kxF joN for all k: The topology of Smð½0; 1ÞÞ is given by
the seminorms sup jxmþk@kxF j: Also, the spaces Smð %XÞ; resp. Smð½ %X;CÞ; of symbols is
deﬁned similarly, i.e. it is given by seminorms sup jxmPF j; PADiffkbð %XÞ; resp.
PADiffkbð½ %X;CÞ: In the following lemma Diffsccð %XÞ; as usual, stands for non-
classical (non-polyhomogeneous) scattering differential operators (i.e. scattering
differential operators with non-polyhomogeneous coefﬁcients), corresponding to the
lack of polyhomogeneity of F : In particular, Diff0sccð %XÞ ¼ S0ð %XÞ (considered as
multiplication operators). Similarly, DiffSccð %X;CÞ ¼ S0ð½ %X;CÞ#S0ð %XÞ Diffsccð %XÞ
stands for the corresponding calculus of many-body differential operators.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose lAR; Hc ¼ lc; cAL2scð %XÞ: Suppose also that aX0; and for all b
we have xb expða=xÞcAL2scð %XÞ: Then with FAS1ð½0; 1ÞÞ; Fpa=x þ bjlog xj for some
b; supp FC½0; 1=2Þ; cF ¼ eFc ¼ eFðxÞc;
P ¼ PðFÞ ¼ eF ðH  lÞeF ¼ HðFÞ  l; HðFÞ ¼ H þ eF ½H; eF ;
we have cFA ’C
Nð %XÞ;
PðFÞcF ¼ 0; ð2:2Þ
PðFÞ ¼ H  2ðx2DxFÞðx2DxÞ þ ðx2DxFÞ2  lþ xR1; R1ADiff2Sccð %X;CÞ; ð2:3Þ
with
Re PðFÞ ¼ H þ ðx2DxFÞ2  lþ xR2; Im PðFÞ ¼ 2ðx2@xFÞðx2DxÞ þ xR3; ð2:4Þ
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R2; R3ADiff
2
Sccð %X;CÞ; Rj bounded as long as x2@xF is bounded in S0ð½0; 1ÞÞ; hence as
long as F is bounded in S1ð½0; 1ÞÞ: The coefficients of the xR2; xR3 are in fact
polynomials with vanishing constant term, in ðx2@xÞmþ1F ; mX0:
In particular,
i½Re PðFÞ; Im PðFÞ ¼ i½H þ ðx2DxFÞ2; 2ðx2@xFÞðx2DxÞ
þ Re PðFÞxR4 þ xR5Re PðFÞ
þ Im PðFÞxR6 þ xR7Im PðFÞ þ x2R8; ð2:5Þ
where RjADiff
2
Sccð %X;CÞ are bounded as long as x2@xF is bounded in S0ð½0; 1ÞÞ:
Remark 2.2. All but the ﬁrst term on the right-hand side of (2.5) should be
considered error terms, even though they are only of the same order (in terms of
decay at @ %X) as
i½H þ ðx2DxFÞ2  l; 2ðx2@xFÞðx2DxÞ;
due to the lack of commutativity of DiffSccð %X;CÞ even to top order. The reason is
that these terms contain factors of Re PðFÞ and Im PðFÞ; and we will have good
control over Re PðFÞcF and Im PðFÞcF :
For similar reasons, the presence of bundles E would make no difference, since
even if they are present, (2.4) is unaffected, hence (2.5) holds as well.
Proof. First note that
½x2Dx; eF  ¼ ðx2DxFÞeF ; x2DxFAS0ð½0; 1ÞÞ; ð2:6Þ
so eF ½H; eF ADiff1sccð %X;CÞ: The dependence of the terms of PðFÞ on F thus comes
from x2DxF ; and its commutators through other vector ﬁelds (as in rewriting
ðx2DxÞðx2DxFÞ as ðx2DxFÞðx2DxÞ plus a commutator term), hence through
ðx2DxÞmþ1F ; mX0:
Now, (2.2), which a priori holds in a distributional sense, cFAx
rL2scð %XÞ for all r;
and the ellipticity of sSc;2ðHÞ show that cFA ’CNð %XÞ:
We use
Re PðFÞ ¼ 1
2
ðPðFÞ þ PðFÞÞ ¼H  lþ 1
2
ðeF ½H; eF   ½H; eF eF Þ
¼H  lþ 1
2
½eF ; ½H; eF 
to prove (2.4) (note that only the ðx2DxÞ2 terms in H gives a non-vanishing
contribution to the double commutator). Finally, (2.5) follows since
Q ¼ Re PðFÞ  ðH þ ðx2DxFÞ2  lÞAx Diff2Scð %X;CÞ;
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so ½Q; Im PðFÞ ¼ Q ImPðFÞ  Im PðFÞQ is of the form of the R4 and R5 terms, and
similarly for Q0 ¼ Im PðFÞ  2ðx2@xFÞðx2DxÞ: &
In light of (2.5), we need a positivity result for i½x2Dx; H: Such a result follows
directly from a Poisson bracket computation if H is a geometric 2-body type
operator. In general, it requires a positive commutator estimate that is closely related
to, and can be readily deduced from, the well-known Mourre estimate [4,15,17]
whose proof goes through in this generality. We will brieﬂy sketch its proof in the
appendix for the sake of completeness. So let
dðlÞ ¼ inffl l0 : l0pl; l0ALg
be the distance of l to the next threshold below it. Let wACNc ð½0; 1ÞÞ be supported
near 0, identically 1 on a smaller neighborhood of 0, and let
B ¼ 1
2
ðwðxÞx2Dx þ ðwðxÞx2DxÞÞ
be the symmetrization of the radial vector ﬁeld. Now x2Dx is formally self-adjoint
with respect to the measure dx dy
x2
; and if C is formally self-adjoint with respect to a
density dg0 then its adjoint with respect to a dg0; a smooth real-valued, is a1Ca ¼ Cþ
a1½C; a: Since xDx is tangent to all elements of C; xDxðxnþ1g˜ÞAxnþ1CNð½ %X;CÞ:
In particular,
ib ¼ x1ðB  wðxÞx2DxÞACNð½ %X;CÞ
and b is real-valued. It is easy to check that in the particular case when g ¼ g0 then
bACNð %XÞ and bj@X ¼ n12 ; n ¼ dim X :
The ﬁrst order differential operator B gives rise to:
Theorem 2.3. Suppose lAR\L: For e40 there exists d40 such that for
fACNc ðR; ½0; 1Þ with supp fCðl d; lþ dÞ;
fðHÞi½B; HfðHÞX2ðdðlÞ  eÞfðHÞxfðHÞ  4fðHÞBxBfðHÞ þ K ;
KACN;2Sc ð %X;CÞ:
Remark 2.4. Again, the presence of bundles would make no difference, as is
apparent from the proof given below and in Appendix A.
This theorem could be proved directly, without the use of the global positive
commutator estimate, (2.8), but for notational (and reference) reasons, it is easier to
proceed via (2.8).
Proof. First, note that changing B by any term B0 ¼ xB01AxDiff1Scð %X;CÞ changes the
left-hand side by
fðHÞi½B0; HfðHÞ ¼ fðHÞiB0ðH  lÞfðHÞ  fðHÞiðH  lÞB0fðHÞ: ð2:7Þ
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Now, jjfðHÞðH  lÞjjpd0 if supp fCðl d0; lþ d0Þ: Thus, multiplying (2.7)
from the left and right by *fðHÞ; *fACNc ðR; ½0; 1Þ supported in ðl d0; lþ d0Þ;
ð *fðHÞiB0ðH  lÞ *fðHÞ has the form *fðHÞxT *fðHÞ; and jjT jjpd0jjB0jj: Hence, after
this multiplication, both terms on the right-hand side of (2.7) can be absorbed into
2ðdðlÞ  eÞ *fðHÞx *fðHÞ at the cost of increasing e40 (which was arbitrary to start
with) by an arbitrarily small amount. Thus, for each e40 the existence of a d40 such
that the estimate of the theorem holds only depends on the indicial operators of B;
even though fðHÞi½B0; HfðHÞ is the same order as our leading term 2ðdðlÞ 
eÞfðHÞxfðHÞ (the many-body calculus is not commutative even to top order!): the
key being that this commutator is small at the ‘characteristic variety’.
With x2Dx ¼ xðxDxÞ; A ¼ 12 ðwðxÞxDx þ ðwðxÞxDxÞÞ;
i½x2Dx; H ¼ i½x; HðxDxÞ þ xi½xDx; H ¼ i½x; Hx1ðx2DxÞ þ xi½xDx; H
¼  ðx2DxÞxðx2DxÞ þ x1=2i½xDx; Hx1=2 þ K 0; K 0ACN;2Sc ð %X;CÞ:
Multiplying through by fðHÞ from both the left and the right, the standard Mourre
estimate,
fðHÞi½A; HfðHÞÞX2ðdðlÞ  eÞfðHÞ2 þ K 0; ð2:8Þ
K 0ACN;1Sc ð %X;CÞ; proves the Theorem, since x1=2fðHÞcfðHÞx1=2 ¼ fðHÞcxfðHÞ þ
K 00; K 00ACN;2Sc ð %X;CÞ as ½fðHÞ; x1=2ACN;3=2Sc ð %X;CÞ: As indicated above, we brieﬂy
recall the proof of the Mourre estimate in Appendix A, since technically our setting
is not covered e.g. by the proof of Froese and Herbst [4], even though their proof
goes through without any signiﬁcant changes. &
An equivalent, and for us more useful, version of this theorem is the following
result.
Corollary 2.5. Suppose lAR\L: For any e40; there exist RAxC2;0Sc ð %X;CÞ;
KAx2C0;0Sc ð %X;CÞ; such that
i½B; HX2ðdðlÞ  eÞx  4BxB þ ðH  lÞR þ RðH  lÞ þ K : ð2:9Þ
Remark 2.6. This corollary essentially states that the commutator i½B; H is positive,
modulo BxB; on the ‘characteristic variety’, i.e. where H  l vanishes. Since this is a
non-commutative setting (even to leading order), the vanishing on the characteristic
variety has to be written by allowing error terms ðH  lÞR þ RðH  lÞ: ½R; H  l
has the same order as R!
Also, inequality (2.9) is understood as a quadratic form inequality on ’CNð %XÞ:
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Proof. Let fACNc ðRÞ be identically 1 near l; supported in ðl d; lþ dÞ; d as above.
Then
i½B; H ¼ ifðHÞ½B; HfðHÞ þ iðId fðHÞÞ½B; HfðHÞ
þ ifðHÞ½B; HðId fðHÞÞ þ iðId fðHÞÞ½B; HðId fðHÞÞ;
with a similar expansion for x: Since Id fðHÞ ¼ ðH  lÞ *fðHÞ; *fðtÞ ¼
ðt  lÞ1ð1 fðtÞÞ; so *fAS1ðRÞ is a classical symbol, *fðHÞAC2;0Sc ð %X;CÞ: Thus,
ðId fðHÞÞ½B; HfðHÞ ¼ ðH  lÞR0; R0ACN;1Sc ð %X;CÞ;
etc., proving the corollary. &
Remark 2.7. This corollary is in fact equivalent to the statement of the theorem. For
assuming (2.9), multiplying by f0ðHÞ from the left and right, f0ACNc ðR; ½0; 1Þ
identically 1 near l; replaces the term ðH  lÞR by f0ðHÞðH  lÞRf0ðHÞ; and
f0ðHÞðH  lÞ has small norm, pd0; if supp f0Cðl d0; lþ d0Þ: Multiplying from
the left and right by fðHÞ then gives Theorem 2.3, since these small terms can then
be absorbed as 2ðdðlÞ  e Cd0ÞfðHÞxfðHÞ:
3. Exponential decay
Using the preceding lemma and the global positive commutator estimate,
Theorem 2.3, we can now prove the exponential decay of non-threshold
eigenfunctions. For this part of the paper, we could adapt the proof of Froese and
Herbst [3] in Euclidean potential scattering, as was done in [18] in the geometric
potential scattering setting. However, to unify the paper, we focus on the approach
that will play a crucial role in the proof of unique continuation at inﬁnity.
Nonetheless, the Froese–Herbst commutator will play a role when a ¼ 0 (in the
notation of Lemma 2.1), where the conjugated Hamiltonian is close to being self-
adjoint (in fact, it is, if F ¼ 0), so we will use xDx for a commutator estimate in place
of Im P:
Theorem 3.1. Let lAR\L; and suppose that cAL2scð %XÞ satisfies Hc ¼ lc: Then
ea=xcAL2scð %XÞ for all aAR such that ½l; lþ a2-L ¼ |:
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. First note that cA ’CNð %XÞ by a result of [20]
which only makes use of positive commutator estimates whose proof is unchanged in
this greater generality. Let
a1 ¼ supfaA½0;NÞ : expða=xÞcAL2scð %XÞg;
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and suppose that ½l; lþ a21-L ¼ |: If a1 ¼ 0; then let a ¼ 0; otherwise suppose that
aoa1; and aþ g4a1: We show that for sufﬁciently small g (depending only on a1)
expððaþ gÞ=xÞcAL2scð %XÞ; which contradicts our assumption on a1 if a is close
enough to a1: In what follows we assume that gAð0; 1:
Below we use two positivity estimates, namely (2.5) and the Mourre-type
estimate, Corollary 2.5, at energy lþ a21; with B ¼ wðxÞx2Dx þ ðwðxÞx2DxÞ: That is,
since lþ a21eL; there exists c040; RAC0;0Sc ð %X;CÞ; KAC2;0Sc ð %X;CÞ; such that for
*cAL2scð %XÞ;
ð *c; i½B; H *cÞX c0jjx1=2 *cjj2  4 Reð *c; xðx2DxÞ2 *cÞ
þReððH  l a21Þ *c; xR *cÞ þReðx *c; Kx *cÞ: ð3:1Þ
We apply this below with *c ¼ cF :
We ﬁrst note that we certainly have for all bAR; expða=xÞxbcAL2scð %XÞ; due to our
choice of a: We apply the Lemma 2.1 with
F ¼ Fb ¼ a
x
þ b log 1þ g
bx
 
;
and let cb ¼ eFc: (Since x is bounded on %X; we may consider F compactly supported
in ½0; x0; x0 ¼ sup %X xo1=2; as arranged for convenience in the preceding section.)
The reason for this choice is that on the one hand FðxÞ-ðaþ gÞ=x as b-N;
so in the limit we will obtain an estimate on eðaþgÞ=xc; and on the other
hand FðxÞpa
x
þ bjlog xj; so eFb is bounded by xbea=x; for all values of b; i.e. eFb
provides a ‘regularization’ (in terms of growth) of eðaþgÞ=x; so that Lemma 2.1 can be
applied.
Note that F ¼ FbAS1ð½0; 1ÞÞ; and Fb is uniformly bounded in S1ð½0; 1ÞÞ for
bA½1;NÞ; aA½0; a1Þ (or a ¼ a1 if a1 ¼ 0Þ; gA½0; 1: Indeed,
0p x2@xF ¼ aþ g 1þ gbx
 1
paþ g;
and in general ðx@xÞmð1þ gbxÞ1 ¼ ðr@rÞmð1þ rÞ1; r ¼ gbx; so the uniform
boundedness of F follows from ð1þ rÞ1 being a symbol in the usual sense on
½0;NÞ: In particular, all symbol norms of x2@xF  a are OðgÞ: Below, when a ¼ 0;
we will need to consider ðx2@xFÞ1ðx2@xÞmðx2@xFÞ; mX0: By Leibniz’ rule, this
can be written as
P
jpm cjx
mðx2@xFÞ1ðx@xÞ jðx2@xFÞ: In terms of
r; ðx2@xFÞ1ðx@xÞ jðx2@xFÞ takes the form ð1þ rÞðr@rÞmð1þ rÞ1; hence it is
still bounded on ½0;NÞ; so in fact
xmðx2@xFÞ1ðx2@xÞmðx2@xFÞ; mX0; ð3:2Þ
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is uniformly bounded on ½0;NÞ: In fact, (3.2) is uniformly bounded in S0ð½0; 1ÞÞ;
since applying x@x to it gives rise to additional factors such as
ðx2@xFÞkðx@xÞkðx2@xFÞ;
which are also uniformly bounded on ½0;NÞ by the same argument.
We remark ﬁrst that PðFÞcF ¼ 0; so by elliptic regularity,
jjcF jjxpHkscð %XÞpb1;k;pjjxpcF jj;
with b1;k;p independent of F as long as a is bounded. In general, below bj denote
positive constants that are independent of a; b; g in these intervals, and Rj denote
operators which are uniformly bounded in Diff2Sccð %X;CÞ; or on occasion in Cm;0Scc ð %X;CÞ;
for some m. (Note that by elliptic regularity, the differential order never matters.)
The proof is slightly different in the cases a40 and a ¼ 0 since in the latter case the
usually dominating term, 2ax2Dx; of Im P vanishes.
So assume ﬁrst that a40: The key step in the proof of this theorem arises from
considering, with P ¼ Pb ¼ HðFÞ  l;
PP ¼ ðRe PÞ2 þ ðIm PÞ2 þ iðRe P Im P  Im P Re PÞ;
so
0 ¼ ðcF ; PPcF Þ ¼ jjRe PcF jj2 þ jjIm PcF jj2 þ ðcF ; i½Re P; Im PcF Þ: ð3:3Þ
The ﬁrst two terms on the right-hand side are non-negative, so the key issue is the
positivity of the commutator. Note that
Re P ¼ H  a2  lþ gR1 þ xR2;
ImP ¼ 2ax2Dx þ gR3 þ xR4: ð3:4Þ
Below we use H  a2  l for a positive commutator estimate, local in the spectrum
of H; in place of Re P; to make the choice of the spectral cutoff f independent of b
and g: (Otherwise we would need a uniform analogue of Theorem 2.3 for ReP:)
Thus, by (2.5),
i½Re P; Im P ¼ 2ai½x2Dx; H þ xgR5
þ xR6 Re P þRe PxR7 þ xR8 Im P þ Im PxR9 þ x2R10:
Hence, from (3.3) and (3.1),
0X jjRe PcF jj2 þ jjIm PcF jj2 þ 2ac0jjx1=2cF jj2 þ gðcF ; xR11cF Þ
þ ðcF ; xR12 Re PcF Þ þ ðcF ;Re PxR13cF Þ
þ ðcF ; xR14 Im PcF Þ þ ðcF ; Im PxR15cF Þ þ ðcF ; x2R16cF Þ: ð3:5Þ
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Moreover, terms such as jðcF ; x2R16cF Þj can be estimated by b2jjxcF jj2; while
gjðcF ; xR11cF Þj may be estimated by gb3jjx1=2cF jj2; and
jðcF ; xR12 RePcF Þjpb4jjxcF jj jjRe PcF jjpb4ðe1jjxcF jj2 þ ejjRe cF jj2Þ;
jðcF ; xR14 Im PcF Þjpb5jjxcF jj jjIm PcF jjpb5ðe1jjxcF jj2 þ ejjIm cF jj2Þ
with similar estimates for the other terms. Putting this together, (3.5) yields
0X ð1 b6eÞjjRe PcF jj2 þ ð1 b7eÞjjIm PcF jj2
þ ð2ac0  gb8Þjjx1=2cF jj2  b9ðeÞjjxcF jj2: ð3:6Þ
For d40; in xXd; xjcF j ¼ xeF jcjpb10ðdÞjcj; so
jjxcF jj2 ¼ jjxcF jj2xpd þ jjxcF jj2xXd
p djjx1=2cF jj2xpd þ b10ðdÞjjcjj2xXd
p djjx1=2cF jj2 þ b10ðdÞjjcjj2:
Thus, (3.6) yields that
0X ð1 b6eÞjjRePcF jj2 þ ð1 b7eÞjjIm PcF jj2
þ ð2ac0  gb8  b9ðeÞdÞjjx1=2cF jj2  b10ðdÞjjcjj2: ð3:7Þ
Hence, choosing e40 sufﬁciently small so that b6eo1; b7eo1; then choosing g040
sufﬁciently small so that b11 ¼ 2ac0  g0b840; we deduce that for gog0;
b10ðdÞjjcjj2Xðb11  b9dÞjjx1=2cF jj2: ð3:8Þ
But, for dAð0; b11
b9
Þ; this shows that jjx1=2cF jj2 is uniformly bounded as b-N: Noting
that F is an increasing function of b and cF converges to e
ðaþgÞ=xc pointwise, we
deduce from the monotone convergence theorem that
x1=2eðaþgÞ=xcAL2scð %XÞ;
so for g0og; eðaþg0Þ=xcAL2scð %XÞ:
In case a ¼ 0; (3.3) still yields that, as i½ReP; Im P ¼ gxR17; with R17 uniformly
bounded, that jjRe PcF jjpb12jjx1=2cF jj; jjIm PcF jjpb12jjx1=2cF jj: In particular, the
former implies that
jjðH  lÞcF jjpgb13jjcF jj þ b14jjx1=2cF jj; ð3:9Þ
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while the latter yields that
jjðx2@xFÞx2DxcF jjpb15jjx1=2cF jj: ð3:10Þ
However, instead of the degenerating commutator ½Re P; Im P; we consider PA 
AP; with A as in Theorem 2.3, which is the expression considered by Froese and
Herbst [4]. Since A is xDx; modulo lower order terms, and Im P is 2ðx2@xFÞðx2DxÞ;
modulo lower order terms, A can be considered a rescaling of Im P; in that the
degenerating factor x2@xF is removed. Now,
iðAP  PAÞ ¼ i½A;ReP  ðIm PA þ A ImPÞ
¼ i½A; H  l þ xR18  4Axðx2@xFÞA þ R19xA þ AxR20 þ gR21:
Now, by (3.2) and Lemma 2.1, R20 ¼ ðx2@xFÞR020 þ xR0020 with R020; R0020 also
bounded, and similarly for R19: Thus,
0 ¼ðcF ; iðAP  PAÞcF Þ
X ðcF ; i½A; HcF Þ þ 4jjx1=2ðx2@xFÞ1=2AcF jj2
 b16jjx1=2cF jj2  b17jjcF jj jjðx2@xFÞx2DxcF jj  b18gjjcF jj2:
Using the Mourre estimate (2.8), with fðHÞ dropped but H  l inserted, as in
Corollary 2.5, we deduce that (with c0040Þ
0X c00jjcF jj2 þ 4jjx1=2ðx2@xFÞ1=2AcF jj2  b21jjðH  lÞcF jjjjcF jj  b16jjx1=2cF jj2
 b17jjcF jjjjðx2@xFÞx2DxcF jj  b18gjjcF jj2:
Using (3.9) and (3.10) we deduce, as above, that
0X c00jjcF jj2  gb21jjcF jj2  b22jjcF jjjjx1=2cF jj  b23jjx1=2cF jj2
X ðc00  gb21  e1b22ÞjjcF jj2  ðb22e11 þ b23Þjjx1=2cF jj2
X ðc00  gb21  e1b22  ðb22e11 þ b23ÞdÞjjcF jj2  b22e11 jjcF jj2:
Again, we ﬁx ﬁrst e140 so that c00  e1b2240; then g040 so that c00  g0b21 
e1b2240; ﬁnally d40 so that c00  g0b21  e1b22  ðb22e11 þ b23Þd40: Now letting
b-N gives that eg=xcAL2scð %XÞ for gog0; as above. &
Having proved the exponential decay of non-threshold eigenfunctions, we can also
prove that the thresholds are isolated from above inductively, using an observation
of Perry [16]. This relies on the following uniform estimate.
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Proposition 3.2. Suppose that l0eL; and let I be a compact interval with sup Iol0:
Then there exists C40 with the following property. If Hc ¼ lc; lAI and if
ea
0=xcAL2scð %XÞ for some a04
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l0  l
p
then jjx1=2ea=xcjjpCjjcjj for a ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃl0  lp :
Proof. The proof is very close to that of the preceding theorem. First, we may use
F ¼ a=x directly, i.e. take g ¼ 0: Again, all constants are uniform in a and c;
provided that a is bounded. Thus, (3.8) yields that
b10ðdÞjjcjj2Xðb11  b9dÞjjx1=2cF jj2: ð3:11Þ
So taking dAð0; b11
b9
Þ shows that
jjx1=2ea=xcjj2pb012jjcjj2;
which proves the proposition. &
We introduce the following terminology. If H is a many-body Hamiltonian, we
say that the thresholds lAL of H are isolated from above if
lAL) (l04l such that ðl; l0Þ-ðL,specppðHÞÞ ¼ |:
Theorem 3.3. Let L be the set of thresholds of H; and suppose that lAL: Then l is
isolated from above in L,specppðHÞ; i.e. there exists l04l such that
ðl; l0Þ-ðL,specppðHÞÞ ¼ |:
Proof. Note that the statement of the theorem is certainly true for H0; since
L0,specppðH0Þ ¼ f0g: We prove inductively that if in all proper subsystems Hb of
Ha; the thresholds are isolated from above, then the same holds for Ha: Assuming
the inductive hypothesis, and recalling that
La ¼
[
X biX a
ðLb,specppðHbÞÞ;
with the union being ﬁnite, we deduce that for any lALa there exists l
04l such that
ðl; l0Þ-La ¼ |: So we only need to show that specppðHÞ-ðl; lþl
0
2
Þ is ﬁnite.
Suppose otherwise, and let cð jÞ be an orthonormal sequence of eigenfunctions
with eigenvalue ljAðl; lþl02 Þ; jX1: Since by the Mourre estimate eigenvalues may
only accumulate at thresholds, limj-Nlj ¼ l: In particular, dropping cj for a ﬁnite
number of j; we may assume that ljo7lþl
0
8
for all j: Let l0 ¼ 3lþl04 : By Theorem 3.1,
for all j; cjAe
g=xL2scð %XÞ for go
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l0l
2
q
: Note that this holds in particular for some
g4
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l0  l
p
4
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l0  lj
p
for all j: Hence, by Proposition 3.2, with aj ¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l0  lj
p
41
4
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l0  l
p
¼ a0; there exists C40 such that jjx1=2eaj=xcjjjH2scð %XÞpC for all
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j; hence jjea0=xcjjjH2scð %XÞpC0 for all j: But the inclusion ea0=xH2scð %XÞ+L2scð %XÞ is
compact, so cj has a subsequence that converges in L
2
scð %XÞ; which contradicts the
orthogonality of the cj: This completes the inductive step, proving the theorem. &
4. Absence of positive eigenvalues—high energy estimates
We next prove that faster than exponential decay of an eigenfunction of H implies
that it vanishes. This was also the approach taken by Froese and Herbst. However,
we use a different, more robust, approach to deal with our much larger error
terms. The proof is based on conjugation by expða=xÞ and letting a-þN:
Correspondingly, we require positive commutator estimates at high energies. In such
a setting ﬁrst-order terms are irrelevant, i.e. V does not play a signiﬁcant role
below. On the other hand, Dg  Dg0 is not negligible in any sense. However,
we show that if g and g0 are close in a C
N sense (keeping in mind that we are
assuming that g has a special structure), then the corresponding unique continuation
theorem is still true. Our argument also shows the very close connection with
Ho¨rmander’s solvability condition. Indeed, we work semiclassically (writing h ¼
a1Þ; and the key fact we use is that the commutator of the real and imaginary parts
of the conjugated Hamiltonian has the correct sign on its ‘non-commutative
characteristic variety’.
Theorem 4.1. Let lAR and let d denote a metric giving the usual topology on CN
sections of ScT½ %X;C#ScT½ %X;C: There exists e40 such that if dðg; g0Þoe and
Hc ¼ lc; expða=xÞcAL2scð %XÞ for all a; then c ¼ 0:
Proof. Let F ¼ Fa ¼ fðxÞax where fACNc ðRÞ is supported near 0, identically 1 in a
smaller neighborhood of 0, and let cF ¼ eFc: Then with h ¼ a1; Hh ¼ h2HðFÞ and
Ph ¼ Hh  h2l are elliptic semiclassical differential operators, elliptic in the usual
sense (differentiability), and
Phch ¼ 0; ch ¼ cF ;
so by elliptic regularity,
jjchjjxpHk
sc;h
ð %XÞpC1jjchjjxpL2scð %XÞ; ð4:1Þ
C1 independent of hAð0; 1 (but depends on k and p). In general, below the Cj denote
constants independent of hAð0; 1 (and d40).
The key step in the proof of this theorem arises from considering
PhPh ¼ ðRe PhÞ2 þ ðIm PhÞ2 þ iðRe Ph Im Ph  Im Ph RePhÞ
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so
0 ¼ ðch; PhPhchÞ ¼ jjRe Phchjj2 þ jjImPhchjj2 þ ðch; i½Re Ph; Im PhchÞ: ð4:2Þ
The ﬁrst two terms on the right-hand side are non-negative, so the key issue is the
positivity of the commutator. More precisely, we need that there exist operators Rj
bounded in Diff2;0Sc;hð %X;CÞ such that
ðch; i½Re Ph; Im PhchÞX ðch; ðxh þRe PhxhR1 þ xhR2 Re Ph
þ Im PhxhR3 þ xhR4 Im Ph þ xh2R5 þ x2hR6ÞchÞ: ð4:3Þ
The important point is that replacing both Re Ph and Im Ph by zero, the commutator
is estimated from below by a positive multiple of xh; plus terms Oðxh2Þ and Oðx2hÞ:
We ﬁrst prove (4.3), and then show how to use it to prove the theorem. First,
modulo terms that will give contributions that are in the error terms, Re Ph may be
replaced by h2Dg  1; while Im Ph may be replaced by 2hðx2DxÞ: Now, by a
principal symbol calculation (which also gives the ‘trivial case’ of Theorem 2.3),
i½h2Dg0  1;2hðx2DxÞ ¼ xhð4h2Dg0  4h2ðx2DxÞ2 þ R7Þ; R7AxDiff2sc;hð %XÞ:
The key point here is the microlocal positivity of the commutator where h2Dg0  1
and 2hðx2DxÞ both vanish. Now, taking the commutator with hx2Dx is continuous
from Diff2;0Sc;hð %X;CÞ to xh Diff2;0Sc;hð %X;CÞ; so
i½h2Dg  1;2hðx2DxÞ ¼ xhð4h2Dg þ R8  4h2ðx2DxÞ2 þ R7Þ;
R7Ax Diff
2
sc;hð %XÞ; R8ADiff2sc;hð %XÞ; and
jjR8jjBðx1=2H2
sc;h
ð %XÞ;x1=2L2scð %XÞÞprðdðg; g0ÞÞ;
with r continuous, rð0Þ ¼ 0: Since
jjx1=2R8chjjpjjR8jjBðx1=2H2
sc;h
ð %XÞ;x1=2L2scð %XÞÞjjchjjx1=2H2sc;hð %XÞ;
we deduce from (4.1) that
jðch; hxR8chÞjphjjx1=2chjj jjx1=2R8chjjpC1hrðdðg; g0ÞÞjjx1=2chjj2:
This proves (4.3) if C1rðdðg; g0ÞÞo3; hence if g is close to g0:
We now show how to use (4.3) to show unique continuation at inﬁnity. Let
x0 ¼ sup %X x: We ﬁrst remark that
jðch; xhR2 Re PhchÞjpC2hjjxchjj jjRe PhchjjpC2hjjxchjj2 þ C2hjjRe Phchjj2;
jðch; xhR4 Im PhchÞjpC3hjjxchjj jjIm PhchjjpC3hjjxchjj2 þ C3hjjIm Phchjj2;
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with similar expressions for the R1 and R3 terms in (4.3). Next,
jðch; xh2R5chÞjpC4h2jjx1=2chjj2;
jðch; x2hR6chÞjpC5hjjxchjj2:
For d40; in xXd; jchj ¼ e1=xhjcjpe1=ðdhÞjcj; so
jjxchjj2 ¼ jjxchjj2xpd þ jjxchjj2xXd
p djjx1=2chjj2xpd þ x20e2=ðdhÞjjcjj2xXd
p djjx1=2chjj2 þ x20e2=ðdhÞjjcjj2:
Thus,
jjðch; x2hR6chÞjpC5hdjjx1=2chjj2 þ C5x20he2=ðdhÞjjcjj2:
Hence, we deduce from (4.2) and (4.3) that
0X ð1 C6hÞjjRe Phchjj2 þ ð1 C7hÞjjIm Phchjj2 þ hð1 C8h  C9dÞjjx1=2chjj2
 C10he2=ðdhÞjjcjj2:
Hence, there exists h040 such that for hAð0; h0Þ;
C10he
2=ðdhÞjjcjj2Xh 1
2
 C9d
 
jjx1=2chjj2: ð4:4Þ
Now suppose that dAð0;minð 1
4C9
; 1
h0
ÞÞ and supp c-fxpd
4
g is non-empty. Since
e2=xhXe4=dh for xpd
2
; we deduce that
jjx1=2chjj2XC11e4=ðdhÞ; C11 ¼ jjx1=2cjj2xXd=240:
Thus, we conclude from (4.4) that
C10jjcjj2X 1
2
 C9d
 
C11e
2=ðdhÞ:
But letting h-0; the right-hand side goes to þN; providing a contradiction.
Thus, c vanishes for xpd=4; hence vanishes identically on %X by the usual
Carleman-type unique continuation theorem [10, Theorem 17.2.1]. &
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Appendix A. Proof of the Mourre estimate, (2.8)
In this section we recall brieﬂy how the Mourre estimate, (2.8), is proved, relying
on a now standard iterative argument for the indicial operators that originated in
this form in [4]; see also [1]. Namely, to prove (2.8), one only needs to show that for
all b; the corresponding indicial operators satisfy the corresponding inequality, i.e.
that
fðHˆ bÞi½ dA; HbfðHˆ bÞX2ðdðlÞ  eÞfðHˆ bÞ2: ðA:1Þ
(This means that the operators on the two sides, which are families of operators on
X b; depending on ðyb; xbÞAscTCb %X; satisfy the inequality for all ðyb; xbÞAscTCb %X:Þ It is
convenient to assume that f is identically 1 near l; if (A.1) holds for such f; it holds
for any f0 with slightly smaller support, as follows by multiplication by f0ðHˆ bÞ from
the left and right.
Note that for b ¼ 0 the estimate certainly holds: it comes from the Poisson bracket
formula in the scattering calculus, or from a direct computation yielding i½ dA; H0 ¼
2Dg0 : Hence, if the localizing factor fðHˆ 0Þ ¼ fðjxj2Þ is supported in ðl d; lþ dÞ
and l40; then (A.1) holds even with dðlÞ  e replaced with l d: Note that
lXdðlÞ; if l40; since 0 is a threshold of H: On the other hand, if lo0; both sides of
(A.1) vanish for f supported near l; so the inequality holds trivially.
In general, we may assume inductively that at all clusters c with CciCb; i.e.
X biX c; (A.1) has been proved with f replaced by a cutoff *f and e replaced by e0; i.e.
we may assume that for all e040 there exists d040 such that for all c with CciCb;
and for all *fACNc ðR; ½0; 1Þ supported in ðl d; lþ dÞ;
*fðHˆ cÞi½ dA; Hc *fðHˆ cÞX2ðdðlÞ  eÞ *fðHˆ cÞ2: ðA:2Þ
But these are exactly the indicial operators of *fðHˆ bÞi½ dA; Hb *fðHˆ bÞ; so, as discussed
in [19, Proposition 8.2], (A.1) implies that
*fðHˆ bÞi½ dA; Hb *fðHˆ bÞX2ðdðlÞ  e0Þ *fðHˆ bÞ2 þ Kb; KbACN;1Sc ðX b;CbÞ: ðA:3Þ
Recall that this implication relies on a square root construction in the many-body
calculus, which is particularly simple in this case.
Now, we ﬁrst multiply (A.3) through by fðHÞ from both the left and the
right. Recall that we use coordinates ðwb; wbÞ on Xb"X b and ðxb; xbÞ are the dual
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co-ordinates. We remark that Hˆ b ¼ jxbj2 þ Hb; so if l jxbj2 is not an eigenvalue of
Hb; then as supp f-flg; fðHb þ jxbj2Þ-0 strongly, so as Kb is compact, fðHb þ
jxbj2ÞKb-0 in norm; in particular it can be made to have norm smaller than e0 
e40: After multiplication from both sides by f1ðHˆ bÞ; with f1 having even smaller
support, (A.1) follows (with f1 in place of f), with the size of suppf1 a priori
depending on xb: However, if1ðHˆ bÞ½ dA; Hbf1ðHˆ bÞ is continuous in xb with values in
bounded operators on L2ðX bÞ; so if (A.1) holds at one value of xb; then it holds
nearby. Moreover, for large jxbj both sides vanish as Hˆ b ¼ Hb þ jxbj2; with Hb
bounded below, so the estimate is in fact uniform if we slightly increase e40:
In general, if E denotes the projection on the L2 eigenspace of Hb at l jxbj2; the
argument just sketched works if we can replace fðHˆ bÞ by ðId EÞfðHˆ bÞ; in
particular, it sufﬁces to show that
i *fðHˆ bÞ½ dA; Hb *fðHˆ bÞX2ðdðlÞ  e0Þ *fðHˆ bÞ2 þ ðId EÞK 0bðId EÞ; ðA:4Þ
K 0b compact on L
2ðX bÞ:
To show (A.4), we follow an argument due to B. Simon (as explained in [4]). The
key point is to replace E by a ﬁnite rank orthogonal projection F ; which will later
ensure that an error term is ﬁnite rank, hence compact. Thus, by the compactness of
Kb (from (A.3)), there is a ﬁnite rank orthogonal projection F with Ran FCRan E
(so F commutes with Hˆ b) such that
jjðId EÞKbðId EÞ  ðId FÞKbðId FÞjjoe0: ðA:5Þ
Multiplying (A.3) through by ðId FÞfðHˆ bÞ ¼ fðHˆ bÞ  F from left and right and
using (A.5) gives
iðfðHˆ bÞ  FÞ½ dA; HbðfðHˆ bÞ  FÞ
X2ðdðlÞ  2e0ÞðfðHˆ bÞ2  FÞ þ fðHˆ bÞðId EÞKbðId EÞfðHˆ bÞ: ðA:6Þ
Moving the terms involving F from the left-hand side to the right-hand side yields
that
ifðHˆ bÞ½ dA; HbfðHˆ bÞX 2ðdðlÞ  2e0ÞðfðHˆ bÞ2  FÞ
þ FfðHˆ bÞi½ dA; HbðfðHˆ bÞ  FÞ
þ ðfðHˆ bÞ  FÞi½ dA; HbfðHˆ bÞF þ FTF
þ fðHˆ bÞðId EÞKbðId EÞfðHˆ bÞ; ðA:7Þ
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where T ¼ Ei½ dA; HbE: But
FfðHˆ bÞi½ dA; HbðfðHˆ bÞ  FÞ ¼ FC þ FfðHˆ bÞi½ dA; HbðE  FÞ;
C ¼ FfðHˆ bÞi½ dA; HbfðHˆ bÞðId EÞ;
and for any e140;
FC þ CFX e1F  e11 CC;
so (A.7) yields that
ifðHˆ bÞ½ dA; HbfðHˆ bÞX 2ðdðlÞ  2e0ÞfðHˆ bÞ2
 2ðdðlÞ  2e0 þ e1=2ÞF
þ FTðE  FÞ þ ðE  FÞTF þ FTF
þ fðHˆ bÞðId EÞðKb þ K 00b ÞðId EÞfðHˆ bÞ; ðA:8Þ
with K 00b ¼ e11 ½ dA; HbFfðHˆ bÞ2½ dA; Hb; which is compact due to the appearance of
F : Now, A ¼ xDx þ A0 ¼ wb  Dwb þ wb  Dwb þ A0; A0Ax Diff1Scð %X;CÞ; hence, simi-
larly to (2.7),
T ¼Ei½ dA; HbE ¼ Ei½wbdDwb ; HbE þ Ei½wbdDwb ; HbE
þ E bA0bðHˆ b  lÞE  EðHˆ b  lÞ bA0bE ¼ Ei½wb dDwb ; HbE:
since by the virial theorem iE½wbDwb ; HbE ¼ 0 (see the remark below). Thus,
T ¼ iE½wbDwb ;DXbd E; l l0X2jxbj2E ¼ 2ðl l0ÞEdðlÞ;
here l0 ¼ l jxbj2 is the eigenvalue of Hb to which E projects, and l l0XdðlÞ since
l0 is a threshold of H by deﬁnition. Note that dðlÞ enters the estimate at this point
(i.e. this is the constant we need to use, rather than l; which is the corresponding
constant in the free region). Thus, FTF ¼ 2ðl l0ÞF ; FTðE  FÞ ¼ 0; so
2ðdðlÞ  2e0 þ e1=2ÞF þ FTðE  FÞ þ ðE  FÞTF þ FTFXð4e0  e1ÞFX0
if we choose e1o4e0: Thus,
ifðHˆ bÞ½ dA; HbfðHˆ bÞX 2ðdðlÞ  2e0ÞfðHˆ bÞ2
þ fðHˆ bÞðId EÞðKb þ K 00b ÞðId EÞfðHˆ bÞ; ðA:9Þ
which proves (A.4). Hence the proof of (2.8) is complete.
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Remark A.1. The statement iE½wbDwb ; HbE ¼ 0 is formally a consequence of
iE½wbDwb ; HbE ¼ iEwbDwbðHb  l jxbj2ÞE  iEðHb  l jxbj2ÞwbDwb E ¼ 0; but
this requires justiﬁcation since wbDwb is not bounded on L
2ðX bÞ: In fact, by elliptic
regularity (namely using E ¼ EfðHˆ bÞÞ; the only issue is the lack of decay of wbDwb
at inﬁnity, but the computation is justiﬁed by replacing wbDwb by w0ðjwbj=CÞwbDwb ;
w0AC
N
c ðRÞ identically 1 near 0, and observing that
fðHˆ bÞ½w0ðjwbj=CÞ; HbwbDwb
is uniformly bounded and goes to 0 strongly as C-N:
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